54	THE    GROSS    OF    PEACE
This remark—not meant too seriously—caused the boy
to flare up with a momentary anger
*	You are always suggesting that the Wandervogel are an
immoral lot    It is your French way of regarding sex "
Gatifcres defended himself good naturedly
*One cannot ignore the laws of biology f They were not
invented by Frenchmen, I believe "
Otto von Menzel calmed down and answered with better
humour
*	You are somewhat older than I am and therefore you do
not understand     It is like my father    He is convinced that
because these girls go about with us we are indulging in free
love all the tune
Part of the tune •*' asked Gati&res, with a hint of irony
which he could not resist
The young German replied gravely
Self discipline is part of our creed If there is any mating
—and I do not deny that it happens now and then—it is
more natural than the love-affairs of over-sophisticated people
in over heated rooms We walk m the open air We are
J30t ashamed of our bodies We have clean minds—unlike
the secret mode of pre war people, who were furtive and
guilty in their idea of sex, as far as I can find out. We have
established a better sense of comradeship between men and
women If we happen to love, it is with the loyalty and
simplicity of an earlier age, when a man's mate was faithful
to hun and when they went hand in hand through life in
decent partnership No doubt there are weaklings among
the Wandembgel I do not pretend we are companies of
angels But we*have a code and ideals which are better
than the sneaking immoralities of the pre war middle class,
and less dirty than the marketable vice of the cabaret and the
dafceeltall"
**It is an idyll—this life of the Wandervogel, * saad Gati&res
Tvitfct a stmle in his eyes, yet not without sincerity *I envy
you, I regret that I walk with a limp because of a machine-

